We develop a technique relating scalar fields with different masses in different conformally flat space-times. We apply this technique to the case of FRW space-times, with k = ±1, 0, and discuss several examples. We also study various energy conditions and discuss how they constrain the space-times related by this technique. In addition, we use this technique to study correlators for the related space-times in an example.
Scalar field propagating in homogeneous and isotropic cosmological space-times has been extensively studied [1] , [2] . It is useful in the study of cosmological perturbations, in studies of particle production in cosmology and in quantum gravitational contexts. It has been known that Friedmann-Robertson-Walker (FRW) metrics are conformally flat as evidenced by the vanishing of Weyl tensor for these space-times. In this short note, we develop a technique which utilizes conformal flatness to relate scalar fields propagating in two different FRWs. For flat FRW, a study was recently carried out in [3] . Our purpose here is to generalize this work in several ways.
Let us consider two scalar fields φ and φ ′ of masses m and m ′ respectively, propagating in 4-dimensional conformally flat space-times endowed with metrics g µν = Ωη µν and g ′ µν = Ω ′ η µν . We first assume that the scalars are minimally coupled to gravity. Then if
for some space-time dependent function F satisfying
where the indices are raised and lowered using the flat Minkowski metric, then it follows that the fields φ and φ ′ are related by a field redefinition of the form
To check this, one starts with the Klein-Gordon equation for φ φ − m 2 φ = 0,
and rewrites it in terms of ′ and φ ′ using (1) and (3). It immediately follows that
holds if (2) is satisfied. If we work this out for the spatially flat FRW space-times with conformal scale factor Ω, namely for the metric
and the other metric with Ω replaced by Ω ′ , the equation relating masses (2) reduces to
For the power law expansions, the consequence of the above correspondence is particularly enlightening and it leads to the following result. Consider a massless scalar in a space-time with Ω(ξ) = ξ −2q . It maps through (7) to a massive scalar field of mass m ′2 = (1 − q)(2 + q) on a deSitter space with Ω ′ (ξ) = ξ −2 where F = ξ q−1 . This result and it's further consequences thereof were recently analyzed in [3] . The metric has the form
where dΩ 2 n−2 is the metric on a unit n − 2 sphere. For our purpose, it will be convenient to express this metric in a conformally flat form [4] 
where the new coordinates are given by ξ = 1 coth
and
Here c is an arbitrary constant. In the following, we will call Ω(ξ, r) = a 2 (ξ, r)A 2 (ξ, r). To find an equation analogous to (7), we take the following relations between φ, φ ′ and Ω, Ω ′ .
Here p is some constant related to the dimension n of the space, which we will evaluate while finding out the relation between m and m ′ . Proceeding as before, Klein-Gordon equation ( − m 2 )φ = 0 can be written as
Comparing the above two equations we reach at
In order to get a relation between the parameters m and m ′ , we choose p such that the term containing ∂ ν φ ′ in the above equation vanishes. This gives
Putting this value of p, we finally obtain
This relation is valid for all three values of k, namely for k = 0, ±1. Only the explicit form of Ω changes. In passing, we note that for n = 4, k = −1 the above relation reduces to
We will require this equation later.
It is easy to see that we get same results if we start with the action instead of the equation of motion. For simplicity, we discuss only 4-dimensional minimally coupled scalar case here. Consider the action for a scalar field in a conformally flat space-time.
After the conformal transformation we get
We have the relation between the two masses (20) along with the relation φ ′ = F −1 φ and we can check the invariance of the action under the conformal transformation Ω ′ = F 2 Ω. It immediately follows that
Non-minimally coupled scalars: The correspondence analogous to the above can be generalized for non-minimally coupled scalars as well. Consider the Klein-Gordon equations
where, ǫ is a constant. Using (14) and (18), we find that the Ricci tensors are related by
Ricci scalars R and R ′ are related as
Using this and performing a similar computation as before we find the masses are related by
In the second equation of (21), we could have used different constant ε ′ . The extension is straightforward.
Energy Conditions:
In order that the two metrics, one with conformal factor Ω and the other
with Ω ′ , be the solutions of the Einstein equations, they will have to be supported by appropriate energy-momentum tensors T αβ . We now work out the relations between T αβ and T ′ αβ and further comment on the restrictions on the function F coming from various energy conditions. The Einstein equations are
Now using (22) and (23), we find,
Two energy-momentum tensors which are related as above still need to satisfy the energy conditions to be physically relevant. Simplest of the energy conditions is the null energy condition.
The null energy condition stipulates that for every future-pointing null vector field k µ
We now find out the constraints on the function F for both T µν and T ′µν to satisfy the above energy conditions. Note that if k µ is a null vector with respect to the unprimed metric then it is a null vector with respect to the primed metric as well. Using expressions relating old and new energy-momentum tensors as in (25), we can write the constraint of null energy condition for 4-dimensional case as
In particular, if we start with T µν k µ k ν = 0,
The weak energy condition, on the other hand, tells us that for every future-directed timelike vector field X µ , the matter density observed by the corresponding observer is always non-negative
In our context, this gives
Having reached thus far, in the rest of the note, we consider a few illustrative examples. In the following, for simplicity, we will restrict ourselves to the massless scalars.
Illustrative examples:
We show that a simple consequence of our earlier discussion is that a field of a massless scalar in a four dimensional Milne universe is related by field redefinition to that of one in a radiation dominated universe with hyperbolic spatial section in the same space-time dimensions.
We start with a Milne universe in four dimensions. It has the form of (8), with a(η) = e η and n = 4.
Via coordinate transformations
it can be mapped to a flat metric. However, as can be readily seen from the above transformations,
Milne coordinates cover only the future directed light cone of the flat space-time. In ξ, r coordinates of (9) - (11), the line element can be written as
Therefore
We have chosen c = 1 in (10) and (11).
We start with a massless scalar φ in this background and, as before, rewrite the K-G equation again for a massless field φ ′ = F −1 φ and Ω ′ = F 2 Ω. We find that there exists a solution of F in (20) for which Ω ′ or in other words, g ′ µν is that of a hyperbolic radiation dominated universe. It is easy to see that in this particular case, (20) reads as
The general solution of the above equation is
where c 1 and c 2 are two constants. For the special case of c 1 , c 2 = 1/2, we get
Writing in terms of the hyperbolic coordinates as in (8), we get
This geometry solves the Einstein equation in the presence of a perfect fluid energy-momentum tensor with the equation of state of a radiation dominated universe, namely p = ωρ with ω = 1/3.
We therefore conclude that a massless scalar field in a radiation dominated open FRW universe is related to another massless scalar in a Milne space-time via a field redefinition. In particular, we
This correspondence is useful because it allows us to relate correlators in two different geometries.
Consider, for example, a massive scalar of mass m in Milne space-time. The normalized solution is
given by [5] 
where H (2) ip (me η ) is the Hankel function and Y plm is given by
In the above equations, Y lm , Γ and P Y plm satisfy the completeness condition [6] lm
In the above equations,
Now using the identity 1
in (34), we arrive at the Feynman propagator
where
In the limit m → 0, the correlator reduces to
Note that it has the expected structure of the flat space-time propagator restricted to the Milne region. The correlator for the radiation dominated universe in the Milne vacuum is then 2
Many such mappings can be constructed simply by solving the equation for F . Consider a FRW with conformal scale factor a(η) and new one with a scale factor b(η) = F (η)a(η), then the equation relating masses can be cast to 
We see from this that starting with a FRW with the dust (ω = 0), we get one with a cosmological constant (ω = −1) and vice-versa. Similarly, starting with a radiation dominated FRW (ω = 1/3), we get the flat Minkowski space and vice-versa.
Conclusion:
To conclude, in this short note, we have studied several aspects of the massive and massless scalar fields in conformally flat space-times, in particular, the FRW geometries. We 1 See equation (II.9) of [7] . 2 It is argued in [8] that the Milne vacuum is the natural choice of vacuum for a radiation dominated Friedmann universe.
extended the previous work [3] to include k = ±1 cases in arbitrary dimensions and with nonminimal couplings. We subsequently discussed the restrictions imposed by the energy conditions on the energy-momentum tensors. Further, various illustrative examples were presented and, finally, in a radiation dominated FRW universe with a hyperbolic spatial section, the Feynman propagator of a massless scalar was computed. Several directions for future investigations present themselves.
In string theory, besides the massless dilaton and moduli scalars, various higher spin fields appear.
It would be interesting to use this technique for these higher spin fields as well. It would also be of interest to apply this technique to areas of cosmological perturbations and particle productions in FRW universe.
